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Introduction
Phase change, whether condensation of liquid from vapor, precipitation from solution or crystallization of a solid from the melt, generally occurs through a two-stage process of nucleation and growth of the new phase within the old one. The nucleation step is an activated process that relies on microscopic fluctuations to produce a critically sized nucleus of the new phase. A typical critical nucleation event might involve a cluster of only a few 100's or 1000's of atoms that fluctuates into existence in a matter of nanoseconds, making it impossible to reliably detect in experiment. Fortunately, nearly instantaneous growth of the nucleus to detectable sizes permits estimation of the induction time, which is rigorously defined as the time to reach a critical nucleus size.
Experimental measurements of induction times and theoretical predictions of nucleation processes have been well reviewed in numerous texts, e.g, Oxtoby, 1,2 Debenedetti 3 and
Kashchiev, 4 yet the persistent inability to observe critical and sub-critical nuclei in experiments has left deficiencies in our understanding of nucleation phenomena.
Furthermore, attention in the literature is devoted predominantly to homogeneous nucleation, or the formation of nuclei within a relatively pure phase of the material.
Heterogeneous nucleation, or the formation of a nucleus of the new phase on the surface of a foreign material, is often ignored, despite its importance as the more common mechanism for first-order phase transitions. The propensity for heterogeneous nucleation is driven by the ubiquity of foreign material in practical settings, either as impurities (dust, catalyst residue, etc.), vessel walls or formulation additives. Hence, at a given supersaturation condition, heterogeneous nucleation usually proceeds orders of magnitude faster than homogeneous nucleation such that the distribution of nuclei strongly favors the former.
Control of nucleation is essential in crystallization processes because so many important properties of the resulting solid material are determined by nucleation. Examples of nucleation-controlled properties include polymorph selection 5 and crystallite size distributions 6 in pharmaceuticals, quality of solution-crystallized proteins 7, 8 and a number of material properties in semicrystalline polymers. 9 An effective means to control nucleation is to introduce nucleating agents into a supersaturated solution or melt.
Nucleating agents are defined as any foreign matter that promotes heterogeneous nucleation. Good nucleating agents are those that greatly increase the rate of nucleation while promoting desired crystal morphologies over uncontrolled crystal phases that may otherwise nucleate on random solid impurities in solution or in the melt. Experimental studies of nucleating agents have led to some common heuristics for the selection of good nucleating agents for pharmaceuticals, 10 polymers 11-14 and most recently proteins. 15, 16 These studies identified characteristics that enhance nucleation, including compatible polarity and crystallographic matching between the nucleating agent and the crystallite.
These findings are, however, based upon indirect evidence, such as the macroscopic characterization of the crystallized morphologies rather than direct observations of nucleation.
Advances in computer simulation have opened up new avenues to study nucleation. In general, Monte Carlo methods provide a means to identify the critical nucleus and to quantify the free energy barrier to nucleation, within a kinetic theory of nucleation, [17] [18] [19] provided one can identify a suitable reaction coordinate along which the nucleation barrier resides. In some cases, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used to observe the structure and kinetics of formation of nuclei directly, albeit in silico, without prior knowledge of the reaction coordinate. Successful MD simulations of homogeneous nucleation have been observed in a LJ fluid, 20 water, 21 n-alkanes 22, 23 and polymers. 24 In the few cases where computer simulations were used to study heterogeneous nucleation, usually only specific combinations of material and surface were considered. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Among these, a few studies manipulated the surface forces to probe the effects of hydrophobicity. [30] [31] [32] Of particular relevance to the current approach are the works of Reinhardt and Doye, 33 and of Fitzner et al. 34 , both of which examined the nucleation of ice on a variety of static surfaces by varying either the lattice constants or the nature of interaction of the surface with the water molecules. For crystallization of chain-like molecules, the most relevant study is one in which propagation of the crystal growth front was characterized in terms of surface nucleation and spreading within successive layers of a crystallizing n-alkane. 26 Critical nucleus sizes, induction times, and rates for surface nucleation were estimated and used to parameterize a new kinetic model for crystallization in chain molecules. 35 In this work, we demonstrate the utility of MD simulation for screening systematically the activity of nucleating agents, and for characterizing their mechanism of action. As nucleating agents, we examine the entire family of tetrahedrally coordinated crystals described by the Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential. These intramolecular parameters were bounded such that the tetrahedral state was the equilibrium state for the nucleating agent during both melt equilibration (T = 550 K) and quenching (T = 360 K). Adhesive interactions between the organic C50 and nucleating agent were represented with a pairwise Lennard-Jones potential,
where σ AD was set equal to σ PP = 0.4 nm, the interaction distance between CH 2 beads in the PYS force field. The interaction parameter ε AD was also varied in this work.
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the LAMMPS software package. 42 All results are presented for simulations in an NPT ensemble with pressure P = 1 atm. The barostat and thermostat were both of the Nosé-Hoover type, with damping frequencies ω P = 1/(1000 fs) and ω T = 1/(10 fs), respectively. Atomic forces were integrated using the rRESPA multiple time step integrator, with a time step of 2.5 fs for bond length, angle and dihedral interactions, and 5 fs for all pairwise interactions. An orthorhombic simulation box was used for all simulations; the side lengths were allowed to vary independently, and periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three directions. Three hundred fully-extended C50 chains were initially arranged in 20 layers of 15 chains. The nucleating agent was represented by N x × N y × N z repetitions of its crystal unit cell of lattice dimension l x × l y × l z with the desired (hkl) plane in contact with the n-alkane phase. N x and N y were chosen to span the initial n-alkane phase in the xy-plane and N z was chosen large enough to account fully for intermolecular interactions
with the n-alkane phase (Lennard-Jones cutoff distance = 1 nm) without interactions between the two surfaces. The substrate area in contact with the n-alkane phase was A = 50 ± 2 nm 2 .
All simulations were run in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. The system was equilibrated at 550 K, above the melting point (T m = 370 K) of the organic but below the melting point of the nucleating agent. The initial melt density was 0.71 g/cm 3 , which is comparable to the melt density of similar n-alkanes near this temperature. 43 Periodic boundary conditions were used in all three directions, resulting in two crystal/liquid interfaces. Averages were taken over four independent configurations for each nucleating agent tested, for a total sample of eight nucleation events; although small, this sample size is sufficient to distinguish good nucleating agents from bad ones, for screening purposes. At time t = 0 ns, simulations were quenched to the crystallization temperature T c = 360 K, a supercooling of ΔT/T m = 3%, to induce crystallization of the C50 chains.
This T c was chosen to because it results in the fastest rate of crystallization for C50.
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A local orientational order parameter was used to track the crystallinity, where θ ij is the angle between the vectors joining the nearest neighbor UA beads of sites i and j, respectively. The average is taken over all of the neighboring UA beads j that lie within a LJ cutoff distance r ij < 2.5 σ PP of the ith UA bead. 23 To analyze crystal growth, the n-alkane domain was divided into slices of thickness 0.4 nm, comparable to the thickness of a single layer of chain segments in the C50 crystal, taken normal (xy-plane) to the growth direction (z). The outermost layer(s) of SW sites were
used to define z = 0 at the surface(s) of the nucleation agent. The number of crystalline beads N c (z) in a given slice was measured as a function of time using the criteria, p 2 (i) > 0.4. Clusters of crystallized UA beads were identified within each slice according to a 2D
clustering algorithm: bead j was assigned to a cluster containing bead i if the following three criteria were met: p 2 (j) > 0.4, r ij < 1.3σ PP , and beads i and j belong to the same slice.
The fractional crystallinity X(z) of a slice was calculated as the total number of crystalline beads in a given slice N c (z) divided by the total number of beads within the slice N T (z):
The displacement D of the crystal/melt interface in the C50 domain from z = 0 was identified using a Gibbs dividing surface based on the fractional crystallinity:
where H(x) is the Heaviside function. Simulations were continued as long as there was a 0.4 nm slice between the displaced interfaces where X(z) < 0.2, so that the two interfaces did not influence one another.
Silicon (σ SW = 0.2095 nm, ε SW = 209 kJ/mol, λ SW = 21) was used as a reference material for the nucleating agent throughout this study. SW parameters are hereby defined with reference to the values for silicon:
Similarly, the relative adhesive strength is defined as ε AD * = ε AD / ε PP , using ε PP , the polymer-polymer LJ interaction strength, as the reference.
Results and Discussion
The advancement of the C50 crystal growth front from the surface of a nucleating agent that is structurally identical to silicon, yet with an augmented adhesive strength, is shown in Figure 1 The analysis of heterogeneous nucleation employed here is analogous to the "direct observation method" (DOM) for evaluating homogeneous nucleation rates. 44, 45 In the DOM, the homogeneous nucleation rate i homo =(τV) -1 is determined from the onset time τ G τ measure of the heterogeneous nucleation rate in the limit that there exists only one cluster at the growth front. Further discussion of surface nucleation rates and the relation to the mechanism of surface nucleation and crystal growth is presented in earlier work. 26, 35 Crystalline nucleating agents possess a variety of low index lattice planes that can serve as distinct surfaces for nucleation and growth of crystallites within the surrounding liquid. The alignment of crystallized chains at the nucleating agent surface is shown in Figure 4 .
Overlay with the respective crystal planes of the substrate -(100), (110) and (111) This condition, however, is simply a heuristic and clearly fails to account for the performance of the (111) plane under conditions of high surface adhesion (ε AD * > 1. 25 ).
An epitaxial match, Δ, approaching -50% signifies a 3:2 ratio between the periodicity of the underlying substrate and the n-alkane unit cell, which may account for the short induction times atop the (111) plane. This alternative mechanism appears inactive when the attractive forces are weak. of epitaxial matching for heterogeneous nucleation in this class of materials. It is worth noting that the mapping was performed with significantly weaker adhesive forces than that used in Figure 3 . Strong adhesive forces (ε AD * ≥ 1) were required to achieve nucleation in a reasonable simulation time scale (t < 400 ns) when the substrate exhibited the periodicity of silicon (σ SW * = 1). In Figure 5 , a sizable reduction in the induction time is achieved by reducing σ SW * < 1, even with weaker adhesive forces (ε AD * ≤ 1). This particular result underscores the significant impact lattice matching has on the nucleation rate.
Remarkably, the effect of crystal mismatch was found to be less severe when the structural rigidity of the nucleating agent, λ SW , was decreased from its reference value, λ Si .
This observation reveals, apparently for the first time, that the rigidity of the nucleating agent can affect the formation of stable nuclei. For lower values of λ SW , the nucleating agent surface accommodates the lattice mismatch of the developing n-alkane nuclei through local atomic-scale rearrangement. A softer interface is more conducive to local atomic-scale rearrangement and thus permits the formation of nuclei over a broader range of Δ, reducing τ. For T = 360 K and λ SW * < 0.9, the nucleating agent melted, so that heterogeneous nucleation could not be observed. The SW parameters ε SW and λ SW have been shown to relate directly to the elastic constants of the crystalline solid. 49 Cowley examined the lattice dynamics for the SW model, and
provided analytical relationships between the SW parameters and the corresponding stiffness constants C 11 and C 44 . Local perturbations around the reference SW values for silicon show that a 10% increase in C 11 reflects a ~33% increase in λ SW or a 10% increase in ε SW . Similarly a 10% increase in C 44 requires ~14% increase in λ SW or a 10% increase in ε SW . The elastic properties for a given material in the tetrahedral family can be modeled by fine adjustment of the two parameters. Thus, elastic stiffness and nucleation efficiency are parametrically related through λ SW , as shown in Figure 5 .
With these heuristics in mind, the computational approach presented here allows one to search for and design new materials to serve as efficient nucleating agents for n-alkanes Generally speaking, the results presented here expand upon the traditional heuristics used for identification of nucleating agents in crystallizing systems. Not only lattice matching and adhesion strength, but also rigidity of the nucleating agent can serve as a useful property for selecting good nucleating agents in cases such as the one studied here.
Careful control over the habit of nucleating agent crystals can provide the means to expose particular crystallographic planes with the desired adhesion strength, lattice spacing and rigidity. 51 Material selection aided by predictive crystal habit models could be used to design and identify nucleating agents with the desired qualities. Chemical modification of the surface of the nucleating agent could be used to boost adhesion strength, offering yet another strategy to improve the nucleating ability of a given crystalline material. Modification of the lattice spacing at the interface would need to be monitored at this stage, as chemical changes could affect the structure of the interface. In this manner, chemical treatment could also be employed as a means to fine-tune lattice periodicity at the surface of the nucleating agent.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the systematic study of a family of nucleating agents using molecular dynamics simulation. The representation of the nucleating agent in simulation by a small set of continuously adjustable parameters allows one to define a materials genome for the nucleating agents, illustrated here for tetrahedrally coordinated crystals. We used the results for crystallization from the melt of long n-alkane chains as our measure of nucleating agent efficiency. Relatively poor nucleating agents resulted in long induction times before the steady-state crystal growth rate was observed.
In our parametric scan of nucleating agent properties, we modified the lattice spacing of the crystal unit cell, the lattice rigidity and also the strength of adhesive interactions between the nucleating agent and the n-alkane phase. Results were consistent with heterogeneous nucleation through an epitaxial mechanism: successful matching of the lattice periodicity of the nucleating agent with that of the crystallizing n-alkane phase produced a sharp reduction in induction time to crystal growth, but with adhesion strength also playing a role. These observations are consistent with the recent work of Fitzner et al 34 for ice formation on static fcc crystal surfaces. Examination of the first layer of chains deposited atop the nucleating agent surface confirmed that the chain axes align perpendicular to the d hkl spacing of dense, atomic planes along the nucleating agent surface. However, in contrast to Fitzner et al, our study of heterogeneous nucleation using thermalized surfaces allows us to draw conclusions regarding the role of rigidity on nucleating agent efficiency. Reducing the rigidity of the crystal lattice promoted heterogeneous nucleation by broadening the allowance for lattice mismatch. We observed a sharp decrease in τ by increasing the attractive forces between the nucleating agent and the n-alkane. However, there was a limit to this effect, with diminishing gains in τ reduction for an increasingly large magnitude of attraction.
These results show that MD simulation can provide a useful alternative to experiment in the identification of additives for heterogeneous nucleation. Not only can one achieve fine control over all nucleating agent properties and quench conditions, but also, one is able to observe nucleation directly so as to determine the optimum molecular structure for the most efficient nucleating agents. These simulation techniques can be extended to the study of heterogeneous nucleation in a variety of systems including longer chains (e.g. polyethylene), other polymer chemistries and even other non-polymeric systems such as pharmaceuticals, proteins and metals. Likewise, the method is applicable to the study of nucleating agents beyond the tetrahedral crystal system.
